Abstract: Heuristic algorithms are used for optimizing a large diversity of engineering problems. In this study, the performance of six commonly used and cited meta-heuristic algorithms (MhAs) is compared based on point of view fuzzy modelling. In this study, the simplest version of MhAs is specifically used to observe and evaluate their natural optimization performances. For the comparisons, dynamic system modelling using a neuro-fuzzy system (NFS) was studied. Obtained results were evaluated based on commonly used statistical metrics, and then each algorithm was ranked according to these metrics. Based on the computed average ranks, the best MhA among the six MhAs was identified, and the effect of MhAs on fuzzy modelling was investigated.
Introduction
It is well known that classical optimization techniques cannot solve complex engineering problems due to their solution mechanisms. Their performance depends on the solution space dimension, the number of parameters to be optimized, and the constraints on the problem. On the other hand, classical optimization algorithms have a rigid structure in terms of adapting to a given problem.
To cope with the limitations briefly mentioned above, flexible and adaptable algorithms are required to solve the problems of real life. Hence, in the literature, many meta-heuristic algorithms (MhAs) were developed and showed a superior performance to that of classical optimization algorithms. So far, MhAs have been successfully adapted to large diversity scientific problems for optimization. Following the genetic algorithm (GA), the first meta-heuristic, many MhAs have been developed, and this algorithm discovery process is unlikely to have come to an end.
The most important characteristics of MhAs are that they can solve many complex problems without complex mathematical transactions compared to classical techniques. MhAs can be considered as free derivative optimization techniques. The performance of MhAs in solving scientific or engineering problems that are very difficult and even impossible to solve with previously existing methods made them popular for about half a century. In the last few decades, there have been many studies in the literature on the use of MhAs with different problems.
performance to that of some other neuro-fuzzy systems (NFSs) on a classification problem. Karaboga and Kaya [2] compared ABC algorithm training performance with GA and PSO on ANFIS based on four dynamic system modelling problems.
As seen in the literature review, MhAs have been used for solving many scientific or engineering problems. Each study in the literature has generally been linked to the success of a studied MhA, comparing a few MhAs familiar to the study's author(s) for a discussed problem, but a comparative study in the field of fuzzy system modelling using the simplest case/version of MhAs has not been found in the literature. This paper presents a comparative performance of newsworthy MhAs on dynamic system modelling using the most preferred fuzzy network model. For the comparison particle swarm optimization (PSO), differential evolution (DE), artificial bee colony (ABC), the imperialist competitive algorithm (ICA), biogeography-based optimization (BBO), and the cuckoo optimization algorithm (COA) have been chosen with regards to the number of citations they have received and their popularity in the scientific community. Specifically, the simplest case/version of the MhAs was used to compare their performance-based searching or optimizing nature. The contributions of this paper are as follows: (i) being the first to carry out a comparative study of newsworthy meta-heuristics for fuzzy modelling on five selected nonlinear systems, (ii) being the first study to consider the performance of the simplest case MhAs using a novel well-rounded comparison systematic, (iii) identifying which MhA is the best among the six, and (iv) investigating the effect of MhAs on fuzzy modelling.
Newsworthy meta-heuristic algorithms
The algorithms used in this study are introduced briefly in this section.
The particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm
PSO was inspired by social interactions among animals like the flocking of birds. PSO searches for the optimum location in the solution space by means of its individuals called particles. The used case of PSO is formulated by Eqs. (1) and (2) [3] . In the equations, r 1 and r 2 , and c 1 and c 2 , and ω are uniformly distributed random numbers, cognitive/social constant learning rates, and weighting factor, respectively. The velocity given in Eq.
(1) is limited within the range of [v min , v max ]. Particles are updated by Eq. (2) at each generation.
The differential evolution (DE) algorithm
DE is a popular and commonly used MhA algorithm discovered by Storn and Price in 1996 [4] . The most important feature of DE is that it generates trial parameter vectors using operations like those of GA [5] . DE uses the difference between two individuals randomly selected from a population to add a third individual. The DE algorithm used in this study is given in Algorithm 1.
The artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm
ABC is a basic and efficient MhA introduced by Karaboga in 2005 inspired by the nectar exploration behavior of a honey bee swarm [6] . The detailed pseudo-code of the ABC algorithm can be obtained from [7] . 
End For
Replace x i with the offspring u i if u i is better
End For Until the termination condition is achieved Solution: The individual having the best fitness will be the solution for the problem
The imperialist competitive algorithm (ICA)
ICA is a MhA discovered by Atashpaz-Gargari and Lucas in 2007 [8] . Its source of inspiration is the world system of imperialist countries. The basic steps of ICA used in this study are given in Algorithm 2.
The biogeography-based optimization (BBO) algorithm
The BBO algorithm is a relatively new MhA based on a biogeography concept. Its source of inspiration is the idea of the migration strategy of animals. BBO was proposed by Dan Simon in 2008 [9] . The pseudo-code of BBO used in this study is given in Algorithm 3.
The cuckoo optimization algorithm (COA)
The COA is the newest MhA used in this study. It was proposed by Ramin Rajabioun in [10] . Its source of inspiration is the lifestyle of the cuckoo bird. The extraordinary egg laying and breeding behaviors of cuckoos constitute the main operations of this new metaheuristic optimization algorithm. The code of the COA given in (https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/35635-cuckoo-optimization-algorithm) was adapted to the problems studied here and used.
Dynamic systems and comparison bench

Benchmark dynamic systems
In this section, benchmark dynamic systems (BDSs) used to investigate performance of MhAs, as briefly defined in the previous section, are introduced. The systems are listed in Table 1 . These systems are often used in the Until the termination condition is achieved 3. Solution: The imperialist having the best fitness will be the solution for the problem literature as benchmarks for different modelling purposes. In the table, the used input arrays of the systems for both training and test stages are defined as well as their mathematical expressions.
Neuro-fuzzy network structure
In this study, a Takagi-Sugeno (TS)-type fuzzy inference system in a five-layer neural network structure was used as a comparison bench. Since it combines the advantages of fuzzy logic and neural network techniques in Until the termination condition is achieved 3. Solution: The best member having the best fitness will be the solution for the problem.
a single network structure, it could be called NFS. For the efficient and optimal usage of NFS, MhAs are used for parameter tuning [15] . NFS, as a bench, was used to model nonlinear systems for performance comparison of MhAs here. NFS parameters are optimized by MhAs for system modelling purposes. 
# BDSs
Random amplitude in interval of [-1 1] with 10 sampling periods
Random amplitude in interval of [-5 5] and random sampling periods in interval of [1 10]
Random amplitude in interval of [-2 2] and random sampling periods in interval of [1 10] A fuzzy system having R first order TS rules in the rule base, Gaussian membership functions (MFs), product inference engine, and weighted average defuzzifier was used in this study. The input-output relation of a NFS with two inputs (x, y) and a single output (z) is given by (3), where p l , q l , and r l are the l th rule's consequent parameters and µ li is the l th rule's i th membership function.
The Gaussian membership function is given by (4) , where c lj and σ lj are the center and variance of the related Gaussian membership function. Comprehensive information on the TS-type fuzzy system with a five-layer network structure can be acquired from [16] .
To model BDS, NFSs were structured as shown in Table 2 . The modelling or optimizing process can be called training. During the training stage, the parameters of NFS were optimized by a meta-heuristic algorithm. After this stage, the NFS model of each DBS was obtained. The performances of these models were observed by using test data that were invisible at the training stage. In both stages, the two data sets (training and test), were prepared beforehand. The used input arrays to obtain these sets are graphically given in Figures 1 and 2 , respectively. Figure 3 summarizes the training stage.
Comparison of MhAs
For comparison purposes, each MhA was separately run 50 times with 100 generations for each BDS to model it via the NFS network. Each run included, first, a 100-generation training phase using a training set and, second, 
a testing phase using a test set. The fitness value of an individual of a running algorithm, the performance of the solution at the end of the training phase, and then the performance of the solution for the testing phase were measured by the following MSE metric: The parameters of each MhA are given in Table 3 . These parameter values were commonly used or defined by the founder of the related algorithm. The simplest version of MhAs was used to observe and evaluate the natural optimization performances of the algorithms in this study. For all algorithms, the swarm/population/colony size was used as defined in Eq. (6) taken from [17] . 
The obtained results of 50 runs of each MhA for modelling each BDS were considered according to three statistic metrics: average cost value, average standard deviation, and average elapsed time. In Table 4 , the average cost values obtained at the end of the runs are given for both the training and the testing phases. As can be seen from the table, for each BDS, ranks of MhAs were determined based on their average cost values in the column labelled Rnk. The average ranks of each MhA were computed based on these rank values. Table 5 gives the statistical results of the standard deviation of the average cost values of the runs in a manner similar to that of Table 4 . Similarly, Table 6 summarizes the result of the average elapsed time and the standard deviation for the runs.
To evaluate convergence in terms of a graphical comparison, the point of view changes of the average cost values of the best individuals for all runs during the course of the training stage are given in the left column of Figure 4 . The column on the right in the figure shows the course of the training stages of BDS modelling with NFS for the best run among all the runs. From the graphics in Figure 4 , the convergence behavior of each MhA can be visually evaluated.
To give a general outline to the readers, Figure 5 gives the graphical performances of the solutions obtained at the end of the best run for each BDS. As can be seen from the figure, a training performance with 100 generations was adequate for BDS1, BDS2, BDS3, and BDS5 but not for BDS4. The input design or NFS structure may not be appropriate for BDS4. One should not dwell on these deficiencies since the main focus is not this kind of modelling, but general learning performance of MhAs. On the other hand, except BDS3, it can be stated that testing performances were generally on a parallel course with training performances. It must be noted that these results were for only 100 generations. The observed lack of modelling may not be seen for larger generations such as 500 or 1000.
Conclusions and remarks
The main objective of this study was to observe and make conclusions about the optimization performance of commonly used and cited newsworthy MhAs on fuzzy modeling problems. MhAs were run to tune parameters of NFS for the modelling of benchmark dynamic systems using the simplest version of each MhA to observe and evaluate their natural optimization performances in this study. Results obtained by the repeated running of MhAs on the problems were concluded primarily in four measuring metrics.
The first metric is the average cost values obtained at the end of the runs. Table 4 shows the values of this metric for both the training and testing phases of each BDS. In the table, the ranks and average ranks of each algorithm are given. According to this metric, COA is the best MhA, but the average ranks of BBO and ICA are close to that of COA. The others' average ranks are far from the best ones. The second metric is the average standard deviation of cost values obtained in the last generation of runs. Thus, if the standard deviation value decreases, it means that the algorithm finds an approximately identical solution. On the other hand, if it increases, the algorithm finds different solutions for each run. The standard deviations of the cost values of 50 runs are given in Table 5 . As seen from the table, DE is the best MhA, and the next best is BBO, according to the average ranks.
The average elapsed time of 50 runs is the third statistical metric used in this study. The numerical results for this metric are given together with its standard deviation in Table 6 . This table presents remarkable comparison results. According to ranks values given in the table, COA is, surprisingly, the slowest one while ICA is the fastest algorithm among the MhAs. The others are sorted as BBO, PSO, DE, and ABC from good to bad. It was concluded that the slowness of COA arises particularly from the clustering transaction beside its other operations like egg laying, removing eggs, sorting, and combining habitat. On the other hand, ICA is the fastest of them although it has similar complex operations such as assimilation and revolving to that of COA except clustering. The last metric is convergence speed. The convergence behavior of MhAs cannot be easily seen in the tables but is possible to understand from the graphics given in Figure 4 . From the figure, the convergence speed of each algorithm can be observed. Table 7 shows the convergence speed ranks of MhAs considering their convergence in the first decade's generations. According to the average ranks given in the table, COA is the fastest converging MhA, and BBO and PSO can be considered the second fastest since they have ranks close to each other; the others have similar converging performances. Considering the four performance metrics mentioned above, a cumulative evaluation may be more reasonable for a general view of the metric ranks given in Figure 6 . Based on the comparison metrics used in this study, as seen in Figure 6 , BBO is a better MhA than the others. However, it cannot be concluded that BBO is universally better than the others. The concept of performance is relative based on the needs of the user. For instance, if the running time is not important for the user, COA may be the best, but if it is important, ICA may be the best. Although MhAs are generally used in the design phase of systems, they can also be used for real-world applications with a hybrid structure like herein. Usage of MhAs for real-time applications needs fast computation. Due to this demand, fast processing platforms like FPGA are well suited for implementing hybrid systems. A good example of the real-time application of a hybrid system, as used here, is the work given in [15] . From this point of view, the comparison presented here also provides a general framework for users in terms of real-time applications. The good performance of BBO on the dynamic benchmark systems used here shows that BBO can be successfully applied to practical problems in engineering and science.
